PROTOCOLS FOR OPERATIVE CASES
Low Risk Procedure (Non Upper Aerodigestive Tract)
High Risk Patient

*Note: Algorithm should NOT be extrapolated to inpatient wards. Staff should follow current direction for inpatient wards.

- URGENT
  - CAN WAIT 14 DAYS
    - Self or hospital isolation
      - - SYMPTOMS
        - ROUTINE
          - CT CHEST
            - ROUTINE
            - RECONSIDER SURGERY UNTIL ASYMPTOMATIC
              - EDCP OR
          - VIRAL TEST
        - SYMPTOMS
          - VIRAL TEST CT CHEST
            - ROUTINE
            - RECONSIDER SURGERY UNTIL ASYMPTOMATIC
              - EDCP OR
  - CAN WAIT 5 DAYS
    - Self or hospital Isolation
      - ORDER VIRAL TEST
        - ASYMPTOMATIC
          - TEST
            - CT CHEST
              - EDCP OR
            - CHEST
              - EDCP OR
              - VIRAL TEST
        - SYMPTOMATIC
          - TEST
            - EDCP OR
          - CHEST
            - EDCP OR
              - VIRAL TEST
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